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Proposed by Eugenio Reggianini
Investment Manager at Konosko 
Group
Eugenio is corporate advisor at Konosko Group 
in Shanghai. He is passionate for dlt networks 
and joined  Hyperledger community  providing 
specific focus over China operations.
He has professional experience in corporate 
governance structure and corporate laws.
His intent is to support worldwide corporation 
to enhance DLT solutions for global business 
harmonizing business regulation and practices 
for interoperability.



Overview
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One of the key outputs for a Hyperledger SIG is the development of 
co-created documents.
In this slide desk we propose to co-create some documents for the TFSIG 
on blockchain TF consortiums and the associated governance.
It will cover the present landscape, the understanding and development of 
these consortiums, their governance and opportunities/challenges of 
interoperability.
It is well recognised that a key component of the digitising of trade finance 
and the associated benefits to global trade will be the continuing 
development of healthy, vibrant blockchain consortiums and networks that 
can service and adapt to the global market complexity.



Proposed areas of interest
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Areas of interest:

1. Trade Finance Consortium Landscape (who’s who directory)
2. Trade Finance Consortium Governance (corporate governance 

formation, ongoing corporate governance, business operations );
3. Trade Finance Consortium Standards (business standards, 

technical standards).



How will start this?
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1. Set up a project within the TFSIG lead by Eugenio and recruit a 
team

2. Collect market information already available
3. Send out a survey to collect further information 
4. Invite blockchain consortium founders, managers, network 

participants to share their experience;
5. Invite international institutions and organization with the intent 

to set up  (standards, corporate governance & operational 
practices) for a better development of blockchain consortiums 
initiatives.



What will this do for the 
Community
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 Why the community should support this initiative?
• to support new interactions between all different areas of TFSIG 

industry (logistics, banks, insurances, transportation);
• to facilitate the set up of  best practices for consortium governance 

and operations on different topics (standards, corporate 
governance, on boarding process);

• to suggest further interoperability between business entities and 
platforms already in the marketplace ( dltledgers, we.trade, contour, 
etc etc).



Thank you!


